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UNION UNIVERS11

CHARLES ALEXAND:ER RICHMOND, D. D., LL D.. Ch
UNION COLLEGE

CoURSE I..EADING TO DEGRU Ott :
course
of one year of graduate
The college offers the following undergraduate·
lectures, laboratory practice and ·
and graduate courses: ·
COURSE LEADING TO DECREE OP p;
·1. Ceur•e• leadla&' to the degree of A.. B.
of two years of graduate study r
CussiCAL CouRSE A.-Greek is required for ad- sion the degree of :M. E. E. or an
mission to this course. French and German are inFor catalogues or other inforr
cluded in addition to the ancient' languages.
F. C. BA1lNES, Secretary,
Sd
CLASSICAL CouRSE B.-Students may, at the close
of the Sophomore year, elect to become candidates
DEPARTMENT OF ~
for the degree of A. B. They will then be required
to study Greek for two years. Proficiency in Latin
ALBANY MEDICAL COLLE<
is prerequisite.
lectures, recitations, clinics, labot
tical demonstrations and operatiOJ
I. Vo1011e leadtug 'to the degree ef Ph. B.
Hospital and laboratory advant
LATIN-SC1ENTil'IC CouRsE-This course offers
CatalogUes and circulars contai
Latin without Greek, for which is substituted. addition
sent on application to:
tional work in modem languages and science.
WILLIS G. TucKD, M.D.•
3. Cour•e leading to the degree o:f B. S.
Sc:mNTil'IC CouRsE-This course is based upon the
study of mathematics and the sciences.
4.

Cour•e leading to the degree o:f B. E.

GENERAL ENGINEERING CouRs~-This course o:ffers
the foundation of a broad engineering education,
comprising mathematics, the sciences, the fundamental principles of the special branches of the profession and some training in history, economics and
modern languages.
SANITARY ENGINEERING CouRsE-This differs from
the general engineering course in substituting special
work in sanitary engineering for some of the general
engineering studies.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CouRSE-This course is
· intended to give a broad and thorough engineering
education with the special instruction requisite for
electrical engineering.
G.

Cour•e• leatllng to graduate degree••

CouRsE LEADING '10 DEGitEE ott M. C. E.-This
course of one year of graduate study consists of
lectures, laboratory practice and research work.

L. V. Herrington
Groceries, Tobacco, News, Confectionery
Phone 2925-W
Across from College Gate
727 Nott Street
'

DEPARTMENT 01

AMASA

J. PARKU,

J. ]

President.
ALBANY LAW SCHOOL-T
the university is located at Alba
capitol. It occupies a building wl:
use. The course leading to the d
three years ; each year is divided i
Expenses : Matriculation· · fee,
$IIO. For catalogue or other in£~

}oHN C. WATSO~, R.e~
'

.

DEPARTMENT OF.Pr

ALBANY COLLEGE OR PH.A
course of instruction comprising t
months each. Fees, $9o.oo perter
For catalogue giving full infon
43 Eagle St.
ALFRED B. H UESTED, Sc
"Everything for the College Man

t

GUNNING '1

SWEATERS, MACKINAWS, I
BANNERS AND PILLOW C
Middle Section, So. CoHege

.

Fink's Pharmacy
The College Smoke and Drug Shop

Just Across from the (

LATEST STYLES-MEN'S

French, Shriner
& Urner Shoes

$6.00 to $8.50
TRADE MARK

Known wherever Good Shoes are worn.
All •t:rle1 and leather•

LINDSAY BROS. CO.
COR. STATE AND WAlL STS.
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Res. Phone 1920
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Fellows come down and get
acquainted with
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Assembly on
Monday at 9, at
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New Pupih
'received every Monday, Wednesday &
Saturday, 3 to 5 and
7:30 to 9p. m. Pri·
vate Lessons b y
appointment.
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Dancin~
in
Schenectad~ and Vicin·
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Leadin~

Modem

~
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The Cain's

General Electric NICKLAS ~9ia~;:e;
CompanY
EXCLUSIVE HATTER and FURNISHER
Largest Electrical Manufacturer
in the world
3759

E. & W. Shirts and Collars, Fownea•
Gloves for all occasions, Opera and
Silk Hats, Canes, Bags and Suit
Cases. Everything for well dressed

men.

Babbitt Clothes
Are far superior to the ordinary ready made clothes because they are the
equal of the finest custom tailor's output.
We are sole agents in this tri•city territory for

Rogers Peet Co. and
''The Frankel Fifteen''
if·

(The greatest $15 clothing proposition in America)

BABBITT & CO.

.Albany's Greatest Clothiers

451-453 BROADWAY
(

Higgins' i
l

Drawin~ lnh
Eternal Writini ·Ink
En•roaain~ Ink .
Taurine Mucil••~
·
Photo Mounter 'F~ate
Drawin~·Board Paete
Liquid Paaie- · · .
Office Paate · ·
·
Ve~etable Gluea etc.

..·· ·

·
. ·~~ ·
·
·
·

ARE THE FINEST AND BEST INKS. AND ADHESIVES
..

THE PAST AND PRESENT
· Keep abreast with the times. We are not
living in the stage-coach decade, at which time
the mentioning of flying machines would have
been taken as an idle jest. In the present century you wouldn't think Qf traveling as o'lte
did in by-gone days. Neither would you having your shoes repaired by the old style hand
method way, if you knew the superiority in our
up-to-date machine way of repairing.

Emancipate . yourself from corrosive and ill-smelling ·in~~ and·adhe-sives and adopt the HlGGINs·~ INKS
AND ADHESI~S.
They will be a
.revelation to you, they are so sweet,
clean, well put up, and ·withal . so
efficient.
AT DEALERS

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.
Manufactures
Branches, Chicago and London

BALL'S QUICK SHOE REPAIRING WORKS
438 State Street
Free Order Service

Opposit~

Jay Street
Telephone 3456

271 Ninth St.

Brooklyn, N.Y.

The Sign of the Golden Robin
TEA ROOM

CANDIES
PARTY AND DINNER FAVORS

31 Steuben Street,
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George . Randolph
Chester
Famoua Author, aaya:
uWhy •houlcln't a man be UJillin• to
recommend G tobacco . which ~v••
'" cool, •weet and •Gti•F.Yinll a •moll•
cu Twcedo?"

For Mentally Alert
Men Tuxedo

George Randolph Chester's "Get- Rich- Quick
Wallingford" stories have delighted thousands through
the mental alertness, good humor and keen mind
shown by. the wily promoter.
· When George Randolph Chester writes of things
typically American he knows what he is talking about;
and when he endorses Tuxedo--the typically American tobacco- his endorsement carries great weight
·with the keen-minded, alert and brainy smokers of
· this country.
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Tlae Per/eel Tobacco for Pipe and Ogaretlc

. ..

ii. mac:le especially to maintain the American spirit of good

humor. Its constant use benefits a man in mind and body,
.by keeping him happy and physically fit.
Tuxedo is the finest Kentucky Burley-the world•a
premier smoking-tobacco leaf-made absolutely non-biting
by the original "Tuxedo Process" that has never been successfully imitated. Tuxedo is delightfully mild. fragrant.
rich, and gives a cool and satisfying smoke. Tuxedo is in
a class by itself.

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO EVERYWHERE
(oaYeaieat, alassine • wrapped,
moiatare·prool pouch • • • •

In Tin

Humidor~,

5C

40c anJ 80c

Famoal lfHD tia, with cold
letteriq, caned to fit pocket

I 0C

lnGlmsHumldon,SOcand90c

. .

THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY
....

..

Say Fellows:

To Cure Col

.Bring in your laundry and save money
fiote theae Prieea:
'

til

Shirts all Kinds .......•...•....•.... lOc ·
Collars ...............•..•..•......... 2c
Union Suits . . • . . . . .•.....•........ lOc
Underwear, Night Shirts
and Pajamas. . . . .•....•.... 6c ~ach ·
Hose ....· ....• _............. 3c per pair
Handkerchiets· •.........•............ 2c

BUYA

Barrow's Hand Laundry

GAS HEATER

738 State Street

..
,.

We Solicit Your Patronage. You Need
Our Guarantee.

f

Cluett &Sons.
One Price Piano House.
EVERY THING MUSICAL.
508 State Street,

MOHAWKGASCC
Phone 2500
.

Schenectady

Pictures and Picture Framing, Art. Stl
plies and Gold .Gildil)g. ·. .-.:·.:. :·
Decorating and Paper ·»atiging~ · Hotl
and Sign Painting.
·. · · ·: ·.. .
. '

Makera of

.

Art

UNION· STUDENTS

.·

.

.'

' '•11 { \)

•.... ' f \" l ...,,~
••U1'f\~{

Are invited to open a check
;lCCount with us. Accounts
of Clubs, Fraternities and
Associations so1icjted. . . .

Hosiery, Underwear, Sweaters an
KNIT GOODS
FOR MEN

The Schenectady Trust Co.

UNITED KNITWEAR COMPAN"
467 State Street,
Schenectady, N. ~

318.320 State Street

............

~tnre

No. 7 New York Central Colonnade
New York Telephone
Schenectady; N.

To the American Colleges and Univeraitiea from
the Atlantic to the Pacinc. Cia•• ~ontract• a apccialty

~

.

S. E. Stanes,. ·

Caps, · Go'Wns
and Hoods

-
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Clothing
Furnishings
Hats
We're ready whenever you
our. Why not come to-day?
The newest and best in each
department.

KEELER'S
----EUROPEAN----

HOTEL
and Cabaret at 9 P. M.
Broadway and Maiden Lane
Albany, N. Y
GENTLEMEN ONLY

250 ROOMS

~-

Ladies' Restaurant Attached. Special New
Rathskeller. Bowling Alley and Billiard
.Room. Twenty..five Pri~te Dining Rooms

wells & Coverly

Wm. H. Keeler, Prop.
Annex, 507-509 Broadway

TROY

••Jf It's Made of Rubber We Have It''
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Athletic Goods
.
....
Rubber
Goods
..
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FURNITURE
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·:·. · : · 229 State S~eet

26 Stores

CANDIES
Huyler's, Park & Tilford's, Pirika, Nobility. FRESH STOCK ALWAYS

PHOTO DEPARTMENT
Complete in Every Respect.

EVERYTHING IN GOOD DRUGS

Lyon's

335 STATE ST.
714 HAMILTON
13 McCLELLAN Cor.
EASTERN Ave.

NEARLY 30 YEARS
of honest dealings in Schenectady has
J!l_!!ced us at the to__p notch of retailers.
When you read a COFFIN BROS. ad you
know it is true. We aim at all times to
carry the most complete line of Kitchen
Wares, Wooden Wares, toys, games, fancy
goods and brassware. We invite you to
call.

COFFIN BROS.

303-305 State Street

Schenectady, N.Y.

Fine Imported
and Domestic Woolens

Telephone 2323-J

.

GEORGE A. MANNY
CUSTOM TAILOR
Schenectady, N.. Y.
170 Jay Street

The Best in Cream, Butter, Etc.

Fer~

Street Crea01e~

'Phone 1208
107 So. Ferry· Street
"Look for the Cow's Head."

Ready to Wear
and Custom
,Made

STYLISH CLOTHES

Comparison ia the
Lever That Turns
Trade Our Way

FOR YOUNG MEN

This is the busiest store in Schenectady, through inviting Comparison wit}
merchandise you see elsewhere, where quality, fabric, superiority ot workmanship an<J
newness of design are important features and you will prove by your own comparison!
consistant alliance in all our offerings and dealings. Just step in before you buy else·
where. The convenience of an open account to all College Student is yours for tht:
asking.
10 Per Cent reduction on all purchases of.SJO or over if this ad is presented at thf
time of purchase.
·

503 • 507 State Street
Schenectady, N. Y.
N.Y. Phone 1270-W

Saul's

G. Wm. Slaght, Mgr.

N. Y. 'Phone 360-.W

I AM YOUR NEAREST SHOEMAKER
. .
All Work Called for and Delivered Free

The Union Electric Quick Shoe Repair Shop
S. SOBELL, Manager.
The only machine in the city, operating its .own channel while sewing on the
sole. Turns the shoe out like new. , A few popular items:

J\1en's soles, sewed _______ ..:-75c
Ladies' soles, sewed _______ 60c
Men's soles, nailed ____ 50 to 60c

Ladies' soles, nailed ________ 40c
Men's Heels ---------------25c
Ladies' Heels ________________ 2Qc

Our prices are as reasonable as can be asked. Best leather used and all wo.rk
guaranteed.
·
·· ·
603 LIBERTY STREET, (Near Lafayette)
SCHENECTADY, N. Y~. ~
Full RUBBER SOLES-- __ -- -- -- -------- ------ ------------ __ $1.50, $1.'15. ·
.

Coli••• Repree•nt•tive

...

GARNET'
. .

"The College Photographer"
WHITE, 229 State Street
CARL DANNER, Beta Theta Pi

'

1903

1909

1904
1905

.uno

1907
1908,

1913.
19H
1915.

1906

NEAR BARNEY'S. ·

Let's Meet at "Joe's"

~ew

1911

1012

Dining

Room·

are in every style suitable
for city or country, frolic
or function. The colors
are fast, the styles smart·
and right-the patterns
correct-insist on the
label.

$1.50 and up
Cluett, Peabody&Co.,Inc. Makers

.' . . ·-- . . . . . . . . . ----·- ___ . . . . -- - -< . . .
-~-

~

Students' Tuck Shop
A :BREAKFAST BETWEEN CLASS

A FEED AT NIGHT.
ORDERS DELIVERED

One Minute from Payne Gate.
of St. John's Church.
'Phane 298-W.

Back

722 Eastern Ave.
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UNION OVERWHELMS R. P. I.
Engineers Completely Snowed Under by
Houghton & Co.

NO. IS

period when he scored a :field goal. Joe
Haubner sco~ed a difficult shot. Houghton
scored thiee more points on a field goal' and
a foul, and Jake Beaver shot a :field goal.
Houghton scored two more points on fouls
and the half ended.
·
The second half was a repetition of the
first, only more so. R. P. I .. scored five
points and Union 13. Altogether Ernie
made eleven points on fouls and £our on field
goals. Dave Beaver scored t~ice in succession in this half, and upon the advent of the
second teatn, Mudge rang up two foul goals
and Scoby just as the whistle blew caged a
field goal.

R. P. I.'s crack basketball team co.uldn't
start anything against .Union last Saturday
night over in Troy, and the gentlemen from
Schenectady took away the game by a score
·.. of 27 to 8.
all departments of the game
·· Union· had tne advantage and from start to
. ~ \· .·:··• ·. finish ' th·e result
was never it.t doubt. Five
.
~:... ~./··_:'. -:·-'tiiinutes befdre the end of the game the en. . \·· ··: · ·ti.r.i . second team took the place of Captain
· :.:'.·--.~~·:·:.~ · · _.;Ho.ughton;s _men and showed that even
·~,< ~=~. ·. · ·...
the championship organization is
· ·.t ~~-~~:.,: ;.. ·broi{en tip _at the end of the year, Union
~ ,. :_::~· ,_: will still_''hav:e ~ood material to start next
The score:
-n\:
·.. : .•.:... se~Son>with.·.
.
'
:..~-)-.:·..
~·;; .·. ¥o:~t ·all Rensselaer saw the game and a
,.,_.
UNION.
·::3.:·..- .'_,. good proporti.on of Dorp was on hand when
F.B .
· ·.\~i}.' ~--<_.·:; ~he. whistle blew. Befo~e the game pulmon· >.·. . _
· ary· courtesies, not to say curtseys, were J. Beaver, r.f. ------ 1
exchanged between the rival institutions, Moynihan, r.f. ------ 0
and continued throughout the game. Going Scoby, r.f.
.... - 1
to Troy has become quite a festive thing Haubner, l.f. ------- 1
for Union.
Mudge, 1.£. --------- 0
Four and three-quarter seconds after the Woods, c. ---·------ ·O
game started Ernie Houghton toed the foul Galbraith, c. __ ... ____ o·
2
line and dropped the ball into the basket for D. Beaver, r.g.
the first point of the game. Seven seconds Zimmer, r.g. ------- 0
afterwards he shot a field goal.
oolsey of Hough ton, l.g. ------ 2
R. P. I. shot a foul basket and Ernie obliged Girling, 1. g. -----·-- 0
with two more. Woolsey then finished
the Engineer's (exclusively) scoring for the
Totals ---------- 7

rn

'"~;:!>'

.:\vhen ··

\- • • • .&.J \.

•

•

•

•

-----~-

-----

w

F'.P.
0
0
0
0·

2
0
0
0
0
11
0

13

T.P.
2
0
2

2
2
0
0
4
0

15
0

27

10

THE CONCORDIENSIS.

R. P. I.
F.B.

'·

Howard, r.f. ------... --1
Icke, r.f.
0
-----------Woolsey, l.f. ------- 1
Parrott,· l.f. -------- 0
McManus, c.. ------- 1
Collins, c. ~--~----- 0
Gallagher, r.g. -·---- 0
McDonald, l.g. ------ 0

I

'·

F.P.
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0

T.P.
2
0
4
0
2
0
0
0

Totals ---------- 3
2
8
Summary-Score at half time-Union,
14; Rensselaer, 3. Fouls committed-Rensselaer, 18; Union, 6. Referee and umpireReed, Springfield Training School, and
Dee~ing, ~1anhattan (alternating.) Time of
halves-~rwenty minutes.

THE MUSICAL CLUB TRIP.
Some Trip!
I-iast Friday the faculty, recognizing the
excellence of the Musical Clubs, gave them
a day and a half in which to disport themselves, and bring honor and fame to Union,
and so the entertainers sauntered down to
N e\v York City in a special car, furnished
by the New York Central Lines.
At noon, a stop was tnade at Poughkeepsie, where the local lunch room set up a
"!feed" for the fellows, and it was a very
good meal, considering what was paid for
it. They arrived at the Grand Central Terminal at about three p. m., and changed to
the Hudson Tubes, which brought them to
the Jersey City Terminal of the Erie. Here
they embarked on an hour's ride over
marshes, which gave New Jersey such notoriety as the breeding place for mosquitos,
arriving finally in Montclair, N. J. Here
they were received in a church, and fed
chocolate, wafers and lots of other nice
things by the prettiest girls in Montclair,
V\ hich is saying a lot.
After this they were
distributed around ·at the various houses, in
Pierce-Arrows, Packards, Simplex and Ford
"'limoes," which made them feel somewhat
7

embarrassed, since they were not sur~
they were skillful enough at balancin~
on a knife, etc.
That evening they played at the T1
1\Iontclair, the largest and only show
in the tOV\ n. But wait,-the theateJ
seat seven hundred people, and there
"S. R. 0." signs in the lobby, and the
sold at one dollar per, and still the M
Clubs had to eat ''training table" fet
but 'vhy think of materialistic things
working for glory? After the concert, <:
one went to a dance hall, where a New
orchestra furnished the heavenly st
that made the fellows' feet go utw
twinkle." The girls were there als
everyone had a fine time, for believe m<:
were ' 'some mu ff.tns. "
At nine o'clock the next morning, ;
ribly early hour, all were at the statio
the return to the city, and after many
adieus, ""·ith much weeping, gnashing <
teeth, and other stuff, (for Robinson 1
little nectarin~ he hadn't lamped in
years), the party rode to the ferry.·
ferry should soon become famous · a!
one on which Phil Downes was frigh·
almost, but not quite, speechl~ss. He
bed aloud in his fright, much to the ar
ment of the other passenger~· aboar<
boat.
The rest .of the morning was spe
registering at the Hotel .Cumberland, v
a short noon repast was served. The ;
noon was given to the fellows to 4
themselves, and so all the theaters
visited, many saw the Aquarium, Stat
Liberty, and the Library, and still o
patronized the Fifth Avenue busses, t~
the big buildings that everyone sl
know, are in New York, and lots of t]
they did.
That evening they gave \vhat was
doubtedly the best concert of the vee;
the Bretton Hall Hotel. The alumni
ed out remarkably well, and, as if ins
by the fact, every Musical Club mar
7

11

THE CONCORDIENSIS.
the very best he knew how, with the result
that the whole affair was a decided success.
The dansant following the concert was fine
and the fellows will · long remen1ber the
pretty faces that greeted them that evening.
It would be quite impossible to state the
various things that were enjoyed after the
dance was over, though it is known that
Rector's and ''Castles in the Air" were visited by a good many. Some came in at six
and others at nine a. m.
There was no definite time for the return
trip, and the fellows came home when the
spirit moved them. Thus ended the best
trip the Glee Club is said to have made in
t\vo or three years. The people at Montclair,. N. J., have already arranged to have
the .Union Clubs down next year, though the
time wil not be definitely decided upon.

1917 AND 1918 TIED.
..
. . ...
·~

..·. ': \: ··.~_xtra ' Game Necessary to • Decide Class
·.: · .~· .- . ~··
Championship.

· . . · · ::.··.·
0

•

•

.;

....

..•.

." ,.' .
... .
.

··~:

:.: .:
1

,. • .

. ·~.<~.-.- ~ ~·· .

. :.' · .'On Saturday afternoon the second ~et of
the·· las~ half of inter-class basketball games
:wa:s played .~ff. Again both the sophomores
·.and freshmen were able to add another vic· tory to their records. The sophomores overwhelmed the seniors in a very slow and un·interesting game to the tune of. 46-0, while
'the freshmen rolled up a score of 18-8
~ ·against the juniors.
For the freshmen
·Peaslee and Bennison played the best game
while Kelleher scored six out of the eight
points of the juniors-four being made by
fouls. In the sophomore-senior game, all
of the second year men played a good game
with Rosecrans and Peterson caging nine
and seven baskets, respectively. With the
two lower classes each having four games to
their credit and one lost, the next game between them promises to be a "rip-snorter."
This game will decide who is winner of the
Joseph trophy.
The standing of the teams is as follows :

Class
1915

-~---

·--------

1916
1917 --·----------1918 --·-----------

Won
0
3
4
4

Lost
5

2

1
1

WITHERSPOON CONCERT.
The music lovers of Schenectady who attended the recital by Miss Anna Case and
Herbert Witherspoon on February 12, enjoyed a rare evening. lVIiss Case especially
delighted. She has a charming stage presence and this, combined with her exquisite
singing quite enchanted her audience. She
was best in.the aria from Lucia di Lammermoor, in which the technique in the execution of the long and dificul t cadenzas was
very nearly perfect. Two other songs,
"I.,ynnooes Song" and "Sacred Fire," the
last rather dramatic, she sang with great
beauty.
Mr. Witherspoon with his strong bass,
left the impression that he had much restrained power which his programme. did
not permit being displayed. His aria "Otu
Palermo" and "Der Doppelganger" were his
finest numbers, and in the charming "Der
l{nabe mit dem ·wunderhorn" he showed
himself a ballad singer. The duet from Don
Giovanni was very much appreciated. Mr.
C. L. Spross, the com poser, though not so
good an accompanist as was Mr. Bos with
Julia Culp, appeared to better advantage
in his own compositions, "That's the World
in June" and "vVill o' the Wisp." He was
especially fortunate in having on artiste like
Miss Case to sing his "Will o' the Wisp,"
which required a soprano with a wide range
and much charm.
Both singers were generous in their
encores, Miss Case in her last, the "Cuckoo
Song,'' was archness itself.
Some people's ancestors did not have an
honest hair on the• r heads ; others were entirely covered with hair.
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THE INNOCRNT BYSTANDER.
Chirp the Tenth.
Union College is the finest college in the
whole wide world. Any Union alumnus or
undergraduate will tell you so. And when
he is asked to back up his statement, he will
immediately launch forth into eulogiums of
her faculty, curriculum, athletics, musical
clubs, and of course, of her unique spirit.
And then he will finally in his enumeration.
come to the statement that her morals are
safeguarded by an Honor System and a NoDeal Agreement.
And here a confusion arises. The fact
that an . Honor Court tries violations of
either offence; that we pledge ourselves to
both by signing our names in the same sort
of book, would seem to indicate that it was
no more to violate the one than the other;
that is, that cribbing and dealing were equal
offences. Of course, the punishments are
different, but the close association of the
Honor System and No-Deal Agreement has
led to a diminution of the influence of the
Honor System and an exaggeration of the
-No-Deal Agreement's influence. Both are
condemned because they are "immoraL"
The Innocent Bystander has the greatest
respect in the world for the word "m'oral,"
so great in fact, that he hates to hear it applied in a similar sense to two such widely
different practices as cribbing and dealing.
I~ook at a deal in its true light. Is a college
office such a big thing that we should adopt
an elaborate mechanism to safeguard its
integrity? Doesn't it seem a bit childish to
make such a fuss about anything so trivial
in real worth as head of a committee or
member of this or that? And above all,
when we call a deal immoral, aren't we
prostituting a word whose significance
should be reserved for something real?
Deals are not immoral. They are too
small to be immoral. A man of the world
\Vould laugh if you should try to tell him
that you considered a college deal a violation of any of the laws of God or man. A

'

college office to some is so trivial ~
compared with the real things of the
that to adopt regulations prohibitin~
is a joke.
No, the Innocent Bystander does r
vise the repeal of the No-~eal Agre
so keep your hammers in your tool
on this point, at least. What he does 4
is the too close association in the stt
minds of the Honor System and N,
Agreement. The Honor System is
thing which is real, moral, manly. .
lation of it should never be viewed th(
as a violation of the No-Deal Agree
In other words, although the same
controls both, remember that there is
difference between the two.
THE INNOCENT BYSTAND

DEBATING TEAM WORKINC
The team to represent Union is h~
work on the question. The debate is
held in Schenectady February 24th~
men will speak in the following order :
ton H. Sternfeld '16, A vrom M. Jacol
Raymond S. Blodgett '15. ~ Spencer B.
'18 is alternate. The Union team wi
fend the affirmative of the propo~
standing for an increase · ~n the arm:
navy. The subject for debate is to 1:
same as that used in the Cornell-Colu
Pennsylvania triangular debate.
.
FRESHMAN DEBATERS CHOSJ
At the try-outs held Monday after
the following men were selected to 1
sent the Union freshmen in the comin
bate against the freshmen of MiddJ,
College: Lewis M. Anker, Edward Carr
Ignatz Stein, and Frederick Bascom,
nate. The members of the 'varsity dec
team together with Prof. McKean act
judges. The teams are to debate 01
principle of the Minimum Wage. Th
bate is to be held at lfiddlebury abot
tniddle of J\1arch. An interesting deb
expected .
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THE CONCORDIBNSIS.
LECTURE ON U.S. NAVY.
Dr~ Breck of the Navy League Gives Instructive Talk.
On '"fuesday evening, February 9, a very
instructive lecture was given in the chapel
on the needs of the U. S. navy. The speaker was Mr. Breck, field secretary of the
Navy League of the United States. Mr.
Breck urged a strong navy for national protection-as an insurance against disaster.
The present is the time to prepare, he said,
for the length of time required to build battleships is such as to prevent their being·
built after war is declared. In ridiculing the
charge of militarism the speaker said: "So
iong as we have wars, it is well to have
force in the hands of a peace loving nation
like the United States." The lecture included stereopticon views of the American
warsbips from the Revolution down to the
present day. After the lecture Mr. Breck
_answered.' several questions about our pre.'.:.:paredness. It is a point of interest that Dr.
. ·~~. .:, : · ,.. :~Breck and our own Dr. Hoffman were stud... -~_.~ :..... · . . -:· .etits together at Heidelberg.
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. . ·.... ALFRED NOYES COMING.
· - -Alfreq Noyes, the young British poet of
international reputation, whose work has
·. _mef' with such ·favor in this country, will
.lecture in the college chapel Saturday evening on "The Future of Poetry." To hear
Mr. Noyes will indeed be a great privilege,
for the young poet has an extremelv interesting personality and· he will give his audience some thoughts on poetry which will be
valuable in that he will give a poet's idea
of poetry. A short time ago Professor
Palmer lectured on poetry from a scholar's
standpoint.
Mr. Noyes has recently come from England where he had been in the service of his
country with the coast patrol. He is an
exchange professor at Princeton and has
been giving lectures on poetry at several
colleges throughout the country. Of no
-
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small interest will be his reading of some
of his best known poems Saturday evening.
Tickets may be obtained either from Mr.
Waldron or Walter Baker. The lecture is
under the auspices of the English Club, and
in order to have a creditable representation
of students, they have fixed the price of admission at the merely nominal sum of fifty
cents. The tax to town folk will be one
dollar.
FRESHMEN LEAD INTERCLASS
MEET~-

The second part of the interclass track
meet held in the gymnasium on February
11, left the freshmen- in the lead with the
juniors second. On February 16, the final
results will be determined, as the last of the
meets take place on that date .
The total score to date is:

------~--~----------~-----------

5

1916 --------------------------------

36

1915

1917 -------------------------------- 24
1918 -----------------------------~-- 43
The results on February 11th were:
40 yard dash: First, Mallen, '16; second,
Morrison, '17; third, Taylor, '18; fourth,
Northrup, '18. Time, 4 4-5 second.
40 yard high hurdles: First, Miller, '16;
second, Butler, '16; third, Taylor, '18;
fourth, Epstein '18. Time, 6 seconds.
One mile run: First, B. F. Hance, '18;
second, Peaslee, '18; third, McKenna, '18;
fourth, ~1ajewski, '17. Time, 5 min., 17 sec.
Shot put: First, Stoller, '16, distance
40 feet, 6 inches; second, Hay, '18, distance,
39 feet, 7 inches; third, Rockwell, '18, distance, 39 feet, 2 inches; fourth, Mallen, '16,
distance, 38 feet, 7 inches.
TRAINING COUNCIL.
The Training Council reports little save
the recent action taken when five basketball
players were laid off the squad for one week
for disobeying the Council's rules on the
gentle and joyous occasion of the frosh
banquet.
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INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL.
The Inter-Fraternity Council has held no
recent meeting. At the last meeting the by. .
laws committee submitted a report tor the
consideration ·of the con£erence \Vhich then
submitted it to the· different fraterniti.es for
their consideration. A meeting will probably be held this week to take final action
on it.

i.j·
I

'

A TRAGEDY IN THREE CHAPTERS.
Chapter I.
January 20th, 1015.
Dear Father:Have you got $3.00 to spare? The .annual
freshman banquet is coming off next Wed. nesday night, and the president of our
class says that any member of 1918 who fails
to attend will be drawn and quartered. I
don't think they'd really do that, do you?
I'm sure I can never eat three dollars'
worth, but I'll do it or bust, and maybe both.
I'll be blessed if I can understand a thing
about it. No freshman talks .about it, and
last Monday wh~n I wanted -them to post a
notice about it on the bulletin board the
same as they do for that Junior Promise
that's coming of£, somebody hit me over the
jaw with a hym~ book. Maybe it's a secret,
but I don't see ho'\\T they expect a crowd
there if they don't advertis~ t~e thi.p.g. Last
fall when I wanted to l~ad a long yeil for
our class president, they almost chewed my
head off.
The committee tells us that we are expected to bring someone. I respectfully invite you, father dear. I know you would enjoy being present and meeting all the faculty
and trustees, who never fail to attend, they
tell me. The banquet is coming off in Troy,
and that's another thing that I can't understand. vVhy .in the world they should go
to Troy when there are at least three good
hotels in Schenectady is more than I can get
through me. It's needless extravagance, I
say. Besides, I don't see how the student

'
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body will know about it if they keep it sc
murn. You'd think it was a secret.
Now don't fail to come, father dear. rm
sure you will enjoy yourself, and besides,
I'm dead broke.
Your affectionate son,

ALOYSilJS.

* * *

Chapter II.
Telegram:
Son Aloysius.
at 5 o'clock.

Meet me at Troy depot

FA'rHER.

*

*

*

Chapter III.
January 27, 191!5. ·
Dear Father:Honestly, I'm awfully sorry I couldn't
meet you, but the way those sophomores
treated us was a shame. I went over and
told Mr. Dewey to-day that if he didn't see
to. it that my $3.00 was returned to me as
well as other restoration made to my in-··
jured dignity, that I would have the law on .
him. And just think, he even laughed at .,
mef
. '.
' .
Well, , I came over to Troy at 5 o'cloc~ ::·
to meet you, although the rest of the. fresh-·
men w~nt over this morning. They haven't
e~ough self-control to wait until the proper
time for a thing.. But when I went to the
station to meet your train I met a lot of
sophomores. I said "Hello" (we have to,
you know.) All they did was to let out
wild shrieks. "Where are you going, young
innocence," they asked. HI am going to
meet my father, then I am going to the
barber's, and then to our class banquet," I
replied proudly. "Come with us/' they
said. I went.
And then it happened! They knocked me
down, stepped on me, and, worst of all, they
cut my hair off! Sort of a nerve, wasn't
it? Then they took a quarter away from
me for "tonsorial service," as they called
it. And then, when I went to the banquet,
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THE CONCORDIENSIS.
instead of congratulating me for my plucky
fight against the sophomores, everybody
laughed at P\e. At about half-past ten I remembered that I should have met you.
Don't be too hard on me this time, Dad.
Honestly, Fve had a helluva time as it is.
But if I don't get back my $3.00 hat, by
shades of Doctor N ott, I'll have Mr. Dewey
arrested.
Your humble offspring,

ALOYSIUS.
P. S.-I -didn't see any of the trustees at
the banquet.
PROMENADE REPORT.
• Brown Reports a Surplus of $18.44.
Chairman Charles Foster Brown of the
1916 Junior Promenade Committee has announced a surplus of $18.44 on the recent
da~ce. This indicates excellent managetnent on the part of the committee, inasmuch a~ the affair- was the most elaborate
.• t
.of
its kind ever undertaken by this college .
. .
.. .
Chairman Brown went to special expense to
'. .
. '. ·secure McKee's orchestra from New York
·<_.. :. · · · al).d results showed that the expense was
··::. ·~: :. · ..'\~.f_~ly justified. The refreshments were also
. ·: ;~ .. :of.' the highest order.
·:.~n. addition to being a financial success
·.
th~· P.romenade ~as hugely successful socially and was by far the event of the season
for Schenctady and vicinity. It speaks well
· .· for the college that its name can be associated with affairs of this high standard.
Incidentally the class of 191~ through the
efforts of the dance committee has been able
to ·do something for Union that no other
class up to the present time has done,namely, the presentation to the college o£
substantial permanent decorations for the
gymnasium in the shape of m?re than thirteen hundred yards of bunting.
'The following is the report in detail :
McKee's Orchestra (contract) -----$1 'lO 00
McKee's Orchestra (extra) -------- 18 00
(

.·

·f.

Decorations ---------------------- 73 00
Catering --.... -----------~-~-~--·:_ __ _ 162 00
Engraved ·invitations ---·---------- 9 50
2 25
300 supper tickets ---------------2 50
Dance tickets --------------------Programs ---------------·-------- 83 75
73
Express on same -----------------2 00
Telegrams ----------------------25
Telepho-ne ---~------------------Stationery (personal notes) ______ :...
80
1 00
Labor (packing smilax) ---------6 00
Stamps -------------------------Maid _____ --_______ -·- _______ --- __
2 00
Taxi (musicians) ___ .:. ____________ _ 2 00
Labor (jan.itor and two sons Feb.
5 and 6) ·----------------------- 10 00
12 00
~apkins
------------------------Rent ______________
. _-·- __________ _ 15 00
4 00
Team ----"-----------------------5 28
Incidentals ---------------------5 00
Piano ------------·---~-----------

$606 06

~

•

i

I
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•

,. .

Punch ---------------------------

19 00

100 tickets ------------·----------$400
25 stag tickets ---------·---------- 50
98 pairs of programs at $1.25 ------ 122
Subscription --------------------- 32
Graduate Council ----·------------ 20

00
00
l>O
00
00 .

$624.: 50
•

Total receipts --------------------$624 50
Total expenditures --------------- 606 06
Net surplus

----------------------$

18 44

UNION TO PLAY WILLIAMS.
Union, Cornell and Brown are the thre-e
ne\v teams on the Williams football schedule
for 1915.. The wonderful 11clean-slate" rec-ord of the Garnet team of 1914 aroused no
small amount of interest in Williamstown ,
and as a result, the two teams will meet at
vVilliamstown on October 2, 1915.

.•
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ceived, and so on, and so on.
In fact, everybody is so satisfied that
is great danger of something brec:
Everything seems to have come our
One is reminded of the man who felt s
that he threatened to visit a doctor if 1:J
any bett~r. It is just so with us. If w
many more games, we too will be aff
with a disease which in medical ter
'
h a1"1c tumeros1ty,
. '' an
known as 'cep
campus parlance as ''swelled head.'' 1
soon we ""rill be taking personal credit
ourselves for the team's record, and w
fall so much in love with ourselves
when the season is ended we will n
stepladder to find ourselves. That is, 1
we take the proper precautions.
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KEEP YOUR HEAD.
The team defeated R. P. I. just as we expected they would. They played a good
game, they earned their victory, and we rejoice with them. We are more pleased at
defeating R. P. I. than almost any other college. \Ve are near enough to them to have
a friendly rivalry, and a victory for one is
the sweetest of the sweet for the other. The
game was played with the best spirit having
been manifested by either side, and we expectantly await the return game. The team
is grateful for the student support it re-

\

.

·•.

·

Captain Houghton is a human bein
his team are all human beings. Likt
they play against human beings, a
there is always, in the dim distant f
the chance of possible defeat. And th
gular fact of the whole matter is this
more games won, the greater the bu:
case of a defeat. We may praise a te
the skies, but let it lose just a single
and the anvil chorus is out in full
This is human nature. Pride goeth be
fall, and it enjoyeth not that fall, eitb
We must also remember that th
another season ahead of us. We have ·
that cup three times. We all regre
Erny and Teedy and the Beavers aret
ing to take post-graduate courses, b
must look at matters as they are. Th(
is going to graduate this year. If v
on too many airs, it is going to be a gi
job for next year's team to satisfy t
may be that next year's team will be
provement on this. To see the secon<

. --
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scrapping the 'varsi ~y would make one inclined to think so. But there is no need of
handicapping either this year's team or that
of next year by confidently expecting them
to win every game. Perhaps a defeat is
healthy. It certainly relieves the mental
tension of a string of victories.
•
Of cottrse, we don't advise the team to
lose a few games to prevent our heads from
getting too big. In fact, this is not directed
to the team at all, but to a student body who
has got so used to victory that a defeat
might cause it to be demoralized. Keep your
heads, don't expect too much, let Erny run
the team, and the final scores will take care
of themselves.

COLLEGE FUNCTIONS.

'•

.·

. ::~

•,.

~

Comments have been made this year that
U ni~n students are supporting college func· ·. . ·~~ions ..much better than they have in prev. ~ ·.·. . . ·iou_s years. Whether or not this be true,
. ..
.
,.L .·,...: .··and
've doubt it, if the increased member. .
' · :_ ship of the college be considered, it is cer.· tain that the number of students in the audi~ ence at chapel when there is a public entertainment is always an almost insignificant
part. This year members of some of the
courses had to be compelled to attend the
Ichabod Spencer lectures.
This is not the proper state of affairs. We
should be more independent and not allow
the few who do attend chapel lectures to be
compelled to rely on the town folk to constitute the audience. If it were not· for the
people of Schenectady, there would be no
college musicals; in fact, we had to be urged
in chapel to subscribe for these concerts, the
cost of which is ridiculously small. If it
were not for the people of the vicinity, our

17

] unior Promenade would not have been the
splendid success it was. Usually there are
more high school students than college
students at our debates. And to think that
a college as small as Middlebury charges
admission to their debates, and has filled
halls!
There are some events coming which we
cannot afford to miss. Alfred Noyes, the
young English poet, widely talked ()f when
the laureateship was open, is to deliver a
public lecture here very soon under the
.
auspices of the Union College English Club.
Alfred Noyes is a world figure. He is one
of the world's leading literary lights. The
English Club has -done a wonderful thing in
obtaining him for us. We cannot afford
to miss the opportunity of hearing him.
Of entirely different nature is the electrical show, which is scheduled for early in
April. We may be more confident of the
success of this, because it is being managed
by students, and this in itself will lend more
enthusiasm. Its interest should not be
wholly confined to the engineers. Even an
academic should be interested in boilling
eggs on ice. The academics have often· accused the engineers of narrowness. Here is
an opportunity for them to demonstrate
their own broadness by supporting an engineering activity.
.t\
. debate with Cornell also is coming, to
which the s~udents are requested to attend.
This year's debating subject is on a question
of vital importance. It is a question upon
which every enlightened man should have
an opinion. There is no better way to form
an opinion than to hear both sides presented
at the same sitting.
You are expected to attend the Alfred

..
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Noyes lecture, the electrical show, and the
Cornell debate. , Break your other engagements to do so.
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A little thought and
remedy all these defects.
quiet in chapel, you are
can and will not, you are

co-operation wit
If you cannot kee1
subnormal ; if yot
depraved.

CHAPEL CONDU·CT.
Union students are supposedly gentlemen, and so their conduct ought not belie
them. In regard to chapel, some· specific requests have been made. Students should arrive promptly; they should stay there .after
they have come; they should maintain a respectful silence V\rhile they are there.
This is more serious than a casual thought
vyould lead one to imagine. If we have any
visitors, they are always brought to chapel
to see how the students conduct themselves
there. We ·can imagine no greater embarrassnlent than that which would come to
President Richmond in case he escorted ·an
alumnus to chapel, and, as the services were
about to begin, the entire sophomore or
junior class should rise up and leave en
masse. Equally great is his embarrassment·
if he be compelled to stand three or four
minutes and wait until the freshmen have
settled comfortably in their chairs. It certainly must be an inspiring sight to see men
studying or whispering while prayer is being delivered.
But aside from the fact that outsiders
might be present, chapel is God's house. It
is a place Qf worship, the house wherein we
are given our daily spiritual advice.
ft
should not be regarded as a place for roughhouse, slumber, conversation, or study.
The freshmen especially should realize
that their. gallery is very noisy. On Iv.Ionday, while Alma Mater is being sung, they
should not make a mad scramble for the

•

front row.
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CAPTAIN DENT ON THE TRACK
SITUATION.
Though it is most unfortunate that. th~
indoor track meet with R. P. I. had to bE

.

cancelled, the track season this winter ha5
been far from a failure. 'Following the practice on February 20 the winter's work will
end. During the indoor practice severa]
"finds~' .have ben developed and all the men
have discovered their right distances. This
should prove a decided advantage when outdoor practice begins in the spring. The inter-class meets have, in a measure, :filled the
place of collegiate dual meets. Conditions
prohibited the planned R. P. I. meet. R. P.
I. wished the regular inter-collegiate list of
events including both the 100 yard and 220
yard dashes. We have no· facilities for prac-·
tieing these events. It seemed best, therefore, since not only could our men not hope
to run these events succe.ssfully without
practice,. but it also seemed dangerous for
men unaccustomed to banked tracks to try
to run them, so that the management
thought it advisable to cancel this meet.
This spring we have several hard meets and
we are starting unusually early in the spring.
Therefore we must get all the men in shape
from two to three weeks earlier than usual
and it will be advisable for all men to keep
in some kind of shape between February
20th and March 22nd, the probable :first
spring practice. This year we meet Hamilto.n, R. P. I., and probably Trinity and also
enter the New York State Intercollegiates.
With this heavy season before us it is absolutely necessary to get an early start and
I am sure that the practice we have had this
\\rinter will show in the form of victories in
the spring.
T. A. DENT, JR., Captain.

---
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YE GENTLE SEASON' OF SPRING.
Now doth the sportive dandelion begin to
rear its yellow crest !
Now doth the festive billy-goat begin to
· make ·its downy nest!
Now the ichneumon gently makes his joyous way across the mead !
The sparrows now begin to look for worms
and bugs and other feed!
I

'

0 sweet it is to hear the gentle cricket us~er
in the morn,
To see the modest milk-maid meekly milk
the cow with curved horn,
To hear the jolly huntsman shoot-the bull
give forth a cheerful bellow.,
'fo know that all the grass is green and all
the butterflies are yellow!
I

How pleasant are thy gentle showers, 0
April, and thy morning dews!
The former wet our gladsome heads: the
latter ditto to our shoes.
The garden's shady walks now call for indolence and meditation~
.. And thoughts of one-steps, girls and boats,
and other pleasures of vacation.

··..

Why should we linger at our books and vainly strive to heap up kn<>wledge?
The time has come to do the tliings for
which we really came to college:
To sit around and use up time and watch
. the trees and grass and talk,
Or bolt a class and meet a dame and take
her walking for a walk.
When baseball pools grow up each day, and
sunrise comes at five o'clock,
And purple socks and orange ties are seen
on 'every city· block,
vVhen profs keep lining in mo-re work and
all the studes won't do a thing,
Then do we know that thou art come, oh,
gentle, pleasant, spring-like, spring!
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SHAKE-UP IN WESLEYAN TEAM.
The Wesleyan five has undergone a complete change since mid-years, when freshrnen are eligible to play on the 'varsity
team. As a result; Harman '18 is playing
forward opposite Captain Eaton, and Richards '18, one of· the guard positions. The
season to date has not been up to the standard set by past 'varsity teams, but it is the
belie£ ~ere that with the changed line-up an
improvement will be noticed. Wilkinson at
center and· Hingely at right guard complete the line-up. Captain Eaton is undou.btedly the strength of the team, and
Harman nearly as fast. Union meets Wesleyan on the 19th and again on the 26th, the
latter game being played in Schen~ctady.

EDUCATION.
"This· road below- is hard to go," the
senior cried in sorrow; I hit the hem at 9 p.
rn. and rise at 10 to-morrow. Four years
have sped above my head, since I with lofty
yearning did seek these halls and gray old
"ralls in search of higher learning. My
hopes were high and toward the sky they
shot with speed tremendous. Like Jack
who raised the Magic bean, my bean became
stttpendous. But troubles lay along. my
way and some there were that got me, for
like a flock of angry fleas they speedily besot me. 'Twas wine and women, song and
jest, 'twas Louis', Glenn's and Proctor's;
th.en sermons, sodas, days of rest with
dominies and doctors. I saw on high my
Sig-ma Xi go floating off in vapor; my
grades, once A, were on the way to Z with
every caper." The senior smiled : "I'm
reconciled; I've got a lot of knowledge, but
Sigma keys don't grow on trees in Dr. Hard
Knock's college."
R. E. T ., '16.
ORATIONS CLASS.
Beany-Let's read your oration, Chuck.
Chuck-\Vait until I read it.

•
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I would I were a freshman,
And with the freshmen roam,
A freshman banquet 'neath my belt,
No hair upon my dome.
A·prop~s of the recent Innocent Bystand-

The Ford is my outo; I shall not want
(another.)
It maketh me to lie down underneath it.
It soureth my souL

THE 1916 GARNET.
'I'he embryonic 1916 Garnet will ac<
ing to the prognostications of the h<

AT THE ELECTRICAL SHOW.
Freshman A. B.-But, Mr. Lee, will you
please explain how they nail the air to the
poles in a wireless system?

-~

...

aay:

TWENTY-THIRD PSALM REVERSED.

This is the Columbia "Spectator's" account of when an "atheletic correspondent"
takes an English literature course:
Take Shelley, now. When that boy was
in his prime you couldn't hold him down.
He was full of pep; and the other bushers,
like Keats and that crew, didn't shine in
with him. Of course, the guy didn't always
have a message in his dope, but you've got
to kid yourself that you get his drift. Bad
training put the kibosh on him after he
passed the third sack. He signed up with
Kid Booze and hit the bottle too much.
That's what did for him.

l

EVA FAY'S FORECAST.
The follo,ving alarming prophecy a
ed in one of the Troy papers last W
"The basketball players of Union
they play the Institute,s five next Sa·
will have to remember that they are a
doomed to lose! Eva Fay, the "high pr]
of mysticism," now at Proctor's, has
fied the Institute that Union will lo
game ignominously. It will be witl
ings akin to pity that the 'Tute five ~
on the court. The "pep" has gone <
the game_. the issue is settled, all is
ring down the curtain. The game "
be one of the most exciting of the sc
too, and both teams were practicing
for the game, but now what's the use
seeress has said, so all that it is nece
to d0 is to agree on a score that woulc
the Cherry and White a neat lead of ;
ten points and "call the game off." Bt
game is to be played just the same be·
Union's pedal extremities are not yet <
In vie'v of Saturday evening's con
ing score all we have to say is "'Tain'1
Here in Union we have so little fe.
jinxes that we have elected a "Jinks"
tain of our football team for next yeat:
are without trepidation over our act.

er-Anti-Grind controversy, we quote Prof.
Hayes of Cornell: "After twenty years' of
teaching in American colleges, I find, sorry
to say, that the Grind is an extinct species.'~

'

Yea, though I ride through the
I atn towed up the hills and I fea
evil.
Thy noise and thy rattle discomf·
I cover thy tires with patches; thy r
runneth over.
I repair blow outs in the presence
.
enemtes.
Surely if this follows me all the c
my life I shall dw~ll in the Bug Hot
ever.

....

-----,-,---------,--,---------------------------.
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reach its maturity on or before May 1st.
This sententious prediction bears with it
the ominous warning that bashful and reticent (or is it ''sluggish" and "delinquent"?)
contributors must deliver their quota of
Garnet "stuffing" by March 15. It is to be
hoped that all the juniors will promptly
procure photographic fac similes of their
physiognomies. Contributions of all sorts
are earnestly solicited. Don't you see, fellows, what a chance this is for you to get
you initials immortalized: in the corner of a
design or ludicrous· cartoon or at the tailend of a string of doggerel or as an anticlimax to a- yarn?
.
A special effort is being made to get real
live pictures on the campus--both groups
and snap-shots. Here is . a chance for
.. camera-fiends to get in their work. Just
deposit your mite with Art Editor Ketchum
or M.anager Danner and get their profuse
thanks, etc., to add to your own satisfaction
at ·having lent a helping hand in making
the 1916 Garnet a "leader" as the 1916 Prom
has been.
RHYMES

FROM

THE RIP VAN
WINKLE REGION.
.. . .
'There always live, by Fortune's will,
... :~~· ... - . ':' .. · : ·In ev'ry age and clime,
.:>·::...:,r,:... , ·Some men whose fame or good or ill
.-:~:. :-·,·.: ··.~ :.·: .:~ .Js mingled in after time.
..

Then may the bard, impelled by right,
As lies within his ken,
-Do service more than deeds recite
~..: Of great but unknown men.
Examples make the bad and low
To teach mankit:td to live;
To good, to great, to noble, true
Due deeds of honor give?

'

I

I'

·'•

The Catskills bore to fame unknown
Some Dutch from o'er the seas,
Whose words and works long ~ince have
flown
To Lethe on the breeze.

As space forbids I sing but one,
Till we may meet again,
And he was America's son,
A leader among men.
Of all the tales from his they heard,
Of things he "uster" do,
None e'er believed a single word
Nor if they know it true.
.

I
J,

His ox-cart cut such yawning tracks
In rocks beneath its load,
His oxen towered by their backs,
Alone about the road.
•

He took the gate-house clear away
Upon a strapping-loadNo toll he'd pay to draw his hay
"On any gol durn road!"
He went a-hunting, too, one day
For squir'ls "beyond th' run."
"He got a thousand," did you say?
He didn't get a one!

"You're some hunter," laughed the girls,
"You're huntin's like your fightin'."
"I be," he howled, "but them durn squir'ls'y gol they're quicker'n Iightnin' !"
The men just winked and looking sly,
"You're talkin' through your hat,"
Bill Dusenberry made reply,
"They's nuthin' quick ez that."
"I'd tramped all day" (his story ran)
"An' ·hadn't see a critter
To· shoot at-I wuz some mad man!
'y gol but I was hitter !"
" 'It's goin' to storm,' sez I to me,
'It's gettin' pow'rful dark,'
When way up in a hemlock tree
I heerd a squirrel bark."
"I raised my gun, drapped on one knee,
An' careful-like was sightin',
When out th' cloud straigl}t for th' tree,
There cum a streak of lightn'in."

.J . . . .

I

'~~

,-_-

,_

· · - · - - -
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uRight down th' tree th' lightlli'a' run,
Th' squirrel give a jinny,
Run down with 'chipper' feet fer fun,
An' beat it off th' stump!"
Now Joe · is gone, we'll leave llim here ;
Condemn hin1 if you must.
Nay, rather weep above his bier~
Su~h genius chang'd to dust.
J. B. TAYLOR, '16.

CLASSICAL CLUB ACTIVE.
The comrni ttee on reform of the Classical
Club Tecently held an importaat meeting to
draw up plans of action for the remainder
of the year. A stricter form of membership
was resolved upon and a scheme of initiation discussed. Austin Martin J15, has been
busy arranging a program of J>ar>ers to be
prepared for this and next term~ and has
an excellent list in preparation.. The club
plans to give a return entertainment to the
Aneadae and Agora of the S. H. S. for last
year_'s, entertainment by them. They also
intend to have an annual banquet in the
spring "'. .hen new officers are elected and
neV\. members taken in.
One of the features of the club's work this
year will be a Latin drama w.her.ein numerous campus dignitaries will :find ihemselves
properly Latinized. Dr. Kellogg has completed the scenario and written th~ prologue.
More anon. Vale amici !
7

BEWARE-----THIS IS SER[OUS!
A Telephoney Conversation.
"Number, please !''
"I"m not particular this morning."
"Now, cutey, not so smart! Wh()m do you
want?~'

"Well, if you're going to be so 11asty, give
n1e War."
"You loV\r-down, low-brow, l<>w-life! You
poor microbe! You insignificant,. infinitesinlal-"''

•
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"Hey, lemme up! Whattuv I done
"You ask for War, didn't you?
gave you Hell ; it's all the same."
1
'N ow listen, are you listening, 1:
desire to speak to that there E1
War."
"Hello!"
''Hello! That you Mr. War? Thi
S. speaking. There's been a rumor
that you 'vere tryi.ng to help me.
true? What good are you to me an:
~:'Well, I'm a lot of good if you '
know it. You've been troubled o,
servant proposition, haven't you? Y c
housemaids, don't you? Well, I get
you."
HHow do you make that out."
u\i\Thy, you see it's this way. I tak
thousand nice young, healthy men
day and ·kill 'em gently and make
heroes out of them, don't I? Well
fellows all have mothers, wives, and
dependent upon them. Now here's
the benefit ·comes in. When these ·
find their sons, husbands, and brother:
also their means of support, what d
do? 1~hey calmly sail over to your fa
and solve the servant girl problem fo1
'~Well, well, I never thought of tha1
it reallv
_, be such?"
r'"Yes, and what's more I'm going t~
you some fine bunch of ·dames to V\
you too, believe me. I can let you
swell crowd of baronesses and cout
·right now, and before long I'll slip yot
princesses and queens. You ought ·
pretty big having Countess Von d' P~
serving your breakfast and the noble
·cess Jenny de F. de F. Wiffle dustin~
.
ptano.
''Your right, War, old scout, you'
such a bad sport after all. I call i
good, Eddie."
''Well, guess that's all the time
give you at present. Call me up
sometime. If it's anything in the I
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killing I'll be glad to oblige you. G' bye."
"Thanks, old man,
g'bye."
.
ODE TO COLL-EGE SINGING.

In ancient days the sirens sang
With music soft and low,
4-\nd laughed to see the sailors
Shriek their frenzied cries of woe,
i\s their ships with quiet grating
Struck the hidden rocks below.
In· Germany upon the Rhine,
Sang a wondrous maiden fair,
Who sported with the fishers,
As she combed her glorious hair.
And the fishermen entranced,
Could do nought but sit and stare.
Alas, to-day, no sirens sing;
The Lorelei has gone,
But Gerry leads with frantic hands
Our discord wild and, strong.
'I'he freshman class is off the key,
The sophomores are wrong.

WITH OTHER COLLEGES.
.·.

.. .
~

.. i .

i

And the legend of the sirens,
. · And the beauty of their song,
"Are forgotten at the moment,
When to the frantic student throng
Comes the sudden realization
· ·That the juniors; too, are wrong.

. .

But the story has a inoral,
That I fain would have you see;
They who heard the sweetest music
· Lingered near eternity.
Now of danger none may worry
Save the writer-only he.

•

!

I
\
!
!

SLIGHTLY PASTORAL.
I~ast summer uManny" Clinnick '16 decided to combine business and pleasure, so
he got a job on a suburban farm and proceeded to disguise himself as an indigenous
Rube. 'rhat his incog was a success was
J

~. ~

'J•

:

; ..1

~ttf

t ·.~·..

conclusively proved by a story which recen1
ly can1e to light from one of our fair friend
of this city.
''Among other interesting wild creature
I met on Uncle John's farm last summer;·
she told her chum, "was a young farmer whc
said ''coaws" with a perfect accent. H4
seemed very fond of me and said that he
believed he liked me better than boile<
pork and cabbage, which he called his "fav·
orite fruit." Just before I left he approached me \vith blushes and removing a timothy
straw from his teeth asked if he might kiss
me. He confided in a low voice that he
had never kissed a girl before. And-"
"What did you say then?" asked her
chum.
"I just told the young Rube that I wasn't
an agricultural experiment station!"
(Nate: The hero tried to commit suicide
with poison ivy.)

Baseball practice began in the cage at
Brown last week .
Brown is holding an inter-fraternity pool
tournament.
vVhether or not the University of Illinois
has the right to drop from the rolls all students not doing satisfactory work, will be decided at the spring term at the Illinois court
when the suit of Miss Marie Seebach against
the University of Illinois trustees will be
heard. Miss Seebach was dropped from the
University in 1908, when her work was unsatisfactory to the faculty. She had been
in attendance at the University two years
and had expected to get a teachers' certificate at the time of her dismissal.
M. I. T. has just adopted the uR~chester
Experin1ent," a new and original scheme
whereby the faculty can be of service to the
student. "Tutor-advisers" will be available
for private consultation by the students
daily. If the innovation proves a success, the
work will be continued.
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DIFFERENCE OF VIEW POINT.
'rhe dean of a western college, a rather
hard-of-hearing old man, was showing a
ne\v men1ber of the faculty about the
grounds whe.n the chapel bells began to

.

at the beginning of a period. Th
tee recommends the numbering <
and deprecates the custom of ser
stitutes into the game with .in
from the coaches .

1Jng.

uwhat beautiful chimes you have," exclaimed the newcomer rapturously.
"Beg pardon, didn't quite get you?"
ui say, what ·beautiful chimes you have!''
"Sor:ry to trouble you to repeat, but I'm
a little deaf."
~',i\That beautiful-"
"D-·m those bells! They make such a
racket I can't hear a word yqu say."

A TOAST.
VV e've toasted the freshman presid~
toasted the chairman too ;
'l\r e've toasted th.e faculty pres,
we've toasted "me and you."
Vl e've drunk as much as we're
now it's tin1e to run,
Last toast-and your foot on th
here's a health to old Union!

CHANGES IN FOOTBALL RULES. _ We 'started" before the banquet,
Few fundamental changes were niade in
drunk before it began;
tlie 1915 rules by the Football Rules Com- And now we're hardly sober, but
mittee. A forward pass out of bounds is to
can drink like a man.
be considered incomplete whether it strikes vV e've paid for our drinks as we
a player or not, and if such a pass occurs on
we'll pay for more e'er we're
the fourth down, the ball will go to the op- Last toast-and of obligation-]
ponents at the last line of scrimmage. Also,
health to old Union !
hereafter players may be resubstituted only
uA STEV
1
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NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.
•

i

All the Latest Novelties in

WALL PAPER'
AND DECORATIONS
If you want anything from

Sun 5 &10e Wall Paper Store

QUINN'S

411 STATE STREET.
Over Woolworth's.
'Phone 4454-J.
NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.

Schenectady's Greatest Drug
Store

Just Telephone 1285

Anytime
Hast:y Messengers Deliver
all Purchases

WATERS, Custom Tailor
15& BARRETT STREET
Imported an·d Domestic Woolens
15% Reduction to Students
For

silmpl~

and prices, aee

ROBERT N. LANDRETH
College Hili, Ph one 1915-J

.,

..'

Steefel Bros.
ALBANY, N. Y.
Price Isn't the Only Important
Consideration
Price is only important as itsrelation to
quality. $3.00 would be cheap for a good
seat at an opera but an awful higll price to
pay for a "movie."
Steefel prices now are 25 90 off- the
qualities are of the "opera" type-high caste,
high class, cultured, refined.-Guaranteed.
When we cut 25% off our prices we say
good-bye to profits-the farewell isn't sad,
however, because it sends out our stocks in
a jiffy. Better not delay; this opportunity
won't last much longer.

YOUNG MEN!Step Into a Pair of 0111'
SURE-FIT Shoea
Here we picture two
of the newest luts
for young men who
keep apace with the
shoe fashions.
Correct tor college,
school or bualneea.
Natty enough
tor
dress wear.

Valuea llke th••• are
only poeslble In a
metropolitan • tor •
like Patton lc Hall'•.

PATTON &HALL
!45 STATE ST.
Below tlae .......

\

More
College
News

\

5
·

Read

IN THE

Eve

GAZETTE

FOR ·YOUR DEN
Beau.tiful College Pennants

5

Ds

There is no Music Like

Giocia's Orchestra

302 Washington Avenue, Albany, N.
Telephone.
Yale and Hardvard, Each 9 in. x 24 in · ..----------__,.....-----------Princeton, Cornell, Michigan,
Each
Ral Ra! Ra
7 in. x 21- in.

Juniors

4-PENN ANTS. SIZE 12x30--4
Any Leading Colleges of Your Selection
AU of our be'st quality, in their proper colors,· .
with colored emblems.
·
Either assortment, for limited time sent
postpaid for 50 cents and five stamps to cover
shipping costs.
Write us for prices before placing orders for
felt novelties of all kinds·.

The Gem City Novelty Co.
623'7 Bittner St., Dayton, Ohio.

This is for you.
One portrait, (the 1:
you have ever 1
taken) and a print
your Class Book
One Dollar.

See JY. A. Hughes,
Pyramid Clt~li, College Representative

The Studio of

Mabelle Primmer
241 STATE STREET
Over Patton & Hall

I

Nott Terrace Home Bakery-

Schenectady'• Leading Flower Shop

C. LOHEN, Prop.

Fresh Pies, Buns, Rolls, Cake,
Bread Daily.
'Phone 4258-J.

L. SCHWARTZ
Cigars and Tobacco, Ice Cream, Candies
and Groceries. College Idols.
Schenectady, N. Y.

108 N ott Terrace

ED'

:ifuliu.a 1.Egtr ·.~·
,

.

. ORCHIDS, ROSES AND
VIOLETS
735 State Street

THE
THE BARBER SHOP FOR
UNION MEN
BARBER
Absolutely Sanitary. First Cia:
Service. Ask the Man Who
been Here.

Cor. State and Centre
Sts., Over Douglass
New Shoe Store

The New Hygienic Lunch and Restaurant
t

Most Sanitary Lunch Room in Schenectady
Specialty-Reasonable Prices, Comfortable

---~-------------

..

;..

~.,

___ ,.-

- - ---

Bellinger Paint Co.

·~ ts

Walk-Over shoes wiD Ia ke

~~ ,., you anywhere and back.

PAl NTS. _OILS
LET YO.UR NEXT PAIR BE

Dealers in all kinds of Wax Polishe1

212 So. Centre St.

R.

A.
-

·

Walk-Overs.
Schenectady

407 State Street,

.ta's
Orchestra
_
Zl

furnished music at Union College 1905
'o6, 'or, 'o8, 'og, '1o, '11, '12 '13 & '14

Best Dance Music in t.he World
g~~·,t~~!Es!:!f:e~·~:eBetterforConcert
Office and Res.,"167 Hamilton St., Albany

TILLY, The Barber
..

We are the favored among the College Boys and solicit your trade.

"

..

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

HOME MADE CANDIES

JAMES F. BURNS
Electrical Supplies.

N.H. Weaver

Study Lamps. Portables, :Etc•

~:

442 State Street
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"UNION NATIONAL BANK''
334 State Street

.

r:'

~

·..

Schenectady, N. Y.

•

:.

W. A. BULLIS

.

: :Periodicals, Confectionery, Cigars~ Cigarettes. All latest Desserts
served at his fountain.

130 NOTT TERRACE

N.M.READ
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

Room 74 Parker Building. Special Rates to Students
Telephone 620-W

0. D •. Eveleigh
OPTOMETRIST
426 State Street
Eye• Te1ted and G1Ataea Fitteci

135 NOTT TERRACE

\'

..
.

'

Bell 'Phone 1356-M.
Suits Made to Order from $18 to $35.

A.GARUCKY
Custom Tailor for Ladies' and Gentlemen
Sanit~rr Cleaning~

.·

CIGARETTES

#

LENS GRINDING A SPECIALTY

Catering to College and High School functions a specialty. Music furnished if desired.
.

CIGARS

Pressing, Altering and Re. patrtng of Lad1es' and Gents' Garments .
870 Eastern Ave., Bet~ Wendell & Morris Aves.

Cigar&

Ice Cream

Soda

St. Regis Pharmacy, 600 Union St.
CHAS R. CAREY

Prescriptions Accurately Compounded
Toilet Articles

THE ROLLINSON STUDIO
Quality Photography
"Watch the Show Case"

RINDFLEISCH'S
Artistic Parisian Dye Works
116 Jay Street.
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In every walk of life you'll find
good old "Bull" Durham
Men of action, men with red blood in their veins,
w:Lo do the world's work, and do. it well, learn to appreciate things at their real worth. They are not
fooled by frills-they demand honest value3.
These are the millions of men all over the earth
wllo find complete, healthful enjoyment and lasting
satisfaction in "Bull" Durham hand-made cigarettes.
GENU IN£

.

aBUL( DURHAM·
SMOKING TOBACCO
Th.ese fresh, fragrant cigarettes they roll for them-

selv~, with their own hands, to their own liking, from

ripe, mellow "Bull" Durham tobacco, suit their taste
better than any cigarette they
A•k For FREE
can 'buy ready-made.
JHJclta•• of ••paper•' •
••Bull" Durham hand-made
cigarettes are a Jutinctive form of
tobacco enjoyment-wonderfully comforting and satisfying.
Their {reshnes& and flavor are a
revelation. Roll a cigarette from
"B=on'~ Durham today.

.REE
F

An l!luatrated Booklet,
ahoWJng correct
.---..,
wayto"RollYour
~~-. ""i:.
OwD•• Cigarettes, and a Package
of ciguette papers. will both
be nailed, free, to any address
in tle United States on postal
reque'lt.. Addresa •cBull'• Durham, Durham,.N.C. Room 1400.
THE AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
·

"

with each Sc •aclc.

'

---------------~-------------------------------------------1

OF COURSE

there is always a call for Dollars. It's true however that some of these
calls are most necessary.
Save for the necessary one& In the

The Schenectady Savings Bank
COR. STATE AND CLINTON.

The Edison

I

~

American Plan
All Outside Rooms
Rates $2.50 to $4.00
Special Meal Ticket, 8 meals for $5
Edwim Ch1te, Prop.

.

The Gleason Book Co.
104 Jay Street
·
Gleaaon Building
"On your way to the poat office"

Dealers in College Goods too
numerous to include in the

"Concordy"

Schenectady, N. Y.

The

~

~

The

PURE

PURE

FOOD
Store

FOOD
·Store
161 JAY STREET, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

THE OUTLET
Opposite Van Curler

Brokers and Jobbers of fine Custom Made
Garments

$10.95 for any Overcoat or Balmacaan
in the store
. , ... -,.
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Full Dress Suits For Rent
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Wally Girling
Johnson and Murphy Shoes
Kirkpatrick Shoes

Sweaters and Banners
R. E. REEVES handles
our line in Union

.

I

Room I & II, Middle
Section South Colle~e

Arthur Mfg Co.

Lowville, N.Y.

-,
I

The Schenectady Clothing Co.
Clothing for College Men
Stein-Bloch and Hickey-Freeman
Suits and Overcoats cut to your
measure $20 upward

JUST WRIGHT
SHOES

Full • Dreaa Acceeasories

Reductions on Winter Weight
Shoes worth your

Arrow Collars
Oakes' Sweaters
The newest in hats at all times

while.

The Schenectady Clothing ·Co.

Geissler & Ryan

Telephone 91-W

313-315 State Street

The OAK Barber Shop
428 STATE STREET.

173 Jay Street

P. J. KENNEY
CUSTO·M
TAILOR

M. F. ALBE, Prop.

CHARLES DERWIG
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
College Clothing a
Specialty

CLEANING AND PRESSING.
18 Barrett Street
'Phone 354-W.
Between Union and Liberty Streets.

Cor. Jay &Liberty Sl

ENDWELL Shoes

The Manhattan Co.

Schenectady, N. Y

142 STATE STREET
A Complete Department Food Store.
The Beat in Everything for
the Table at the lowest
Cash Prices.
1

1 QUICK,
Our Goodyear Welt Shoes fit perfectly
and are very stylish in appearance; besides
they wear like iron. What more could
you ask?

Endicott, Johnson & Co.
206 So. Centre Street

•
~-------

--~

-----

Near State

ACTIVE SERVICE

Schenectady's Leading Restaurant

GLENN'S
422 State Street

•

Stoll's Ho/brauhaus
.

162-64-68 Jay Street, Schenectady, N. Y.

Will Serve Real German Meals at All Hours at Moderate Prices.

MUSICAL ENTERTAINME'NT EVENINGS.
I

Nicely Furnished Rooms by Day or Week.

t
Telephone 1938.

MAX NOW A, Prop.
A unique German place, Catering to private parties in and out of the house.

Schenectady Taxicab Service Co.

Mandeville, '17
Representative on the Hill.

H. J. Schwartz Tailoring Co.

Phone 4489.

WHEN

Snappiest Made-to-Measure Clothing at · .
less than "Ready-Made" Prices.
"'"

...

. ,,.

.

..

Dress Suits from $25 up.
9 Proctor's Arcade, Wedgeway Building.

The...Liberty Bell Adjustable Lamp
.

A LAMP FOR EVERY PURPOSE.
Representative on the Hill, Girling, '17.

Hallbauer-Hardman Mfg. Co.
957 State Street.

~

.,.
.

EDWIN POSSON, Prop.
Special Attention Given to Face and Scalp. ·
436 State Street, Schenectady, N. Y •

.,

Telephone Connections

A. STOODLEY
:~~

·~\~./'

.

·-;
l''

..__.::'
'

People's Baker

; 423 Union St.

The Capitol Diatrict'a Greatest Trunk & Leather
Gooda Store
Buy ba~.Za~e with the 5 year ~uarantee
,.\,.WA "a

177 Jay Street
--~AXO~Schenectady, N.Y.
..• £.
~..

..•

110 No. Pearl St.
Albany, N. Y •

SPALDING'S

Electric City Barber Shop

.

Call 4489
KILDER Be HICKS

.REPAIRING

Telephone 1909-W

..

IT RAINS
.
. IN A HURRY
. . · · OUT FOR PLEASURE

Schenectady, N. Y.
"'

--.. . t

C. A. Whelan & Co.
Cigars and Tobacco
301 and 443 State St.

Schenectady

for nearly forty yean-have been the onea to think
out, and put on the market, things really nerD in sport.

Are you posted on just what's new this y,ear?
A. G. Spalding & Bros. 5201~~~~...~~N~U.8¥:::
Send fer

CataJo~ue

S. A. Hamilton
. GROCER·
841 Union St.

Phone 2540

MY STOCK OF

Fall Hats and Haberdashery
is now complete.. An inspection is solicited.

JOSEPH NUSBAUM,
336 State Street,

Gazette Buildinr

2Oth Century Lunch
154

CHOCOLATE PIE WITH WHIPPED CREAM, OUR SPECIALTY
Jay Street,
•'On your way to the Post

•

Office"

'

SUITS FOR COLLEGE MEN
Made by Hart, Schaffner & Marx
\

Double Breasted Models, Single Breasted Straight Front Stylea,
and the newest ideas in soft roll, two and three button coats are all
here-all made for us by those wonderful Hart,. Schaffner & Marx
tail ora.
College men like the,se clothes better than any other clothes
made and the men of Union are showing us that they do.
We are glad to show them to you any day that you can give us
•
t1me.

SCHENECTADY

240-244 STATE STREET
•I

•

ScbenectaJy
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